CHAMPAGNE
BELAIRE LUC ROSE

R975

MOET CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL NV

R1950

Delightful eﬀervescence, deep red sparkling Rosé with aromas of
strawberry and blackcurrant. A ﬁnal liqueur de dosage addition of 100% Syrah adds
a fruity nuance, resulting in a perfect harmony of aroma, taste, body and ﬁnish.

Iconic Champagne, possessing a stylish golden straw colour with ﬂashes of green.
Bouquet alive with aromas of citrus fruit, green apple, blond notes (nuts, cereal and brioche),
white ﬂowers and a distinct mineral note. Rich and delicate palate, with a follow through of
fruit intensity from the nose. Pairs a dream with sushi, oysters and white meats.

PROSECCO
VALDOBBIADENE EXTRA DRY DOCG

Light yellow colour pleasant notes of golden apples & acacia.
Slightly soft, harmonious and balanced with good acidity

R85

R395

VALDOBBIADENE DRY "UNDICI" DOCG

R450

COL SANDAGO BRUT ROSE DOCG

R495

Bright, straw yellow colour, ﬁne persistent mousse. Full, fruity and ﬂoral notes soft,
well balanced with elegant acidity and long lingering ﬁnish

Full, fruity and ﬂoral aromas, with clear notes of wild strawberry
and rose petals

METHOD CAP CLASSIQUE
L`ORMARINS BRUT NV

R75

Elegant, fresh and lively rich in minerality with hints of brioche. Crisp natural acidity
on the palate, rounded with creamy texture and a long pleasant ﬁnish. An exquisite
Methode Cap Classique!

R360

SIMONSIG KAAPSE VONKEL

R375

SIMONSIG BRUT ROSE

R375

A biscuit and lemon-zest proﬁle and rich mousse conﬁrms class and appeal.
58 % Pinot Noir, 39% Chardonnay and 3% Pinot Meunier.

Rosy salmon pink colour, sensory adventure ﬁlled with fresh red berry pockets
and hints of candyﬂoss.

METHOD CAP CLASSIQUE CONTINUED
KRONE BOREALIS VINTAGE CUVEE BRUT

R425

GRAHAM BECK BRUT ROSE NV

R425

Elegant aromas of lemon and orange peel. Hints of minerality evoking crushed oyster
shell and a light biscuity character. Fine mousse, persistent and mouth-coating with
a refreshing ﬁnish.

Unique pale silver-pink hue. Aromas of raspberries, cherries and whiﬀs of minerality.
Lively mousse, ﬁne on the palate ﬁnished oﬀ with subtle red berry ﬂavours and bright acidity

SPARKLING WINE
STEENBERG SAUVIGNON BLANC BRUT NV

R320

VAN LOVEREN PAPILLON NON ALCOHOLIC

R155

Fresh and ﬁzzy on the palate with a fruit explosion. Rounded fruit palate with
a longer refreshing linger. Perfect for a hot summer’s day at the beach.

A delightful sparkling white with festive ﬂavours of sun-kissed grapes.

WHITE BLEND & OTHER VARIETALS
L`ORMARINS TERRA DEL CAPO PINOT GRIGIO

R40

R160

RASCALLION WHITE BLEND

R75

R290

Stone fruit and lemon zest aromas. Refreshing, fruity mouthful with
nectarine, peach and tangy citrus ﬁnish on the palate.

Swartland White blend - layered hints of freshness and ﬂoral aromas
that extend into malva savoury peach, fresh pear and pineapple
ﬂavours soft, white tannin ﬁnish.

BUITENVERWACHTING BUITEN BLANC

R170

(85%) Sauvignon Blanc and (15%) Chenin Blanc blend – pleasant
harmonious complexity with grassy nose and fruity hints of ﬁg.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
PROTEA SAUVIGNON BLANC

R45

R165

FIRST SIGHTING SAUVIGNON BLANC

R60

R225

Aromas of lemon/grapefruit and stone fruit on the nose. Vivid palate ﬁlled with
grapefruit and lemon tang balanced elegantly with ripe, juicy nectarine fruit notes.

Expressive tropical and citrus fruit on the nose. Full yet fresh on the palate with
typical notes of buchu and minerality.

SAUVIGNON BLANC CONTINUED
WATERFORD PECAN STREAM SAUVIGNON BLANC

Enticing Sauvignon with cool climate ﬂavours of ﬁg and asparagus with a zesty ﬁnish.

R200

CHENIN BLANC
KAAPZICHT CHENIN BLANC

R45

R160

SAXENBURG GUINEA FOWL CHENIN BLANC

R55

R210

Ripe quince, pineapple and stone fruit and savoury undertones.
Lightly textured palate, hints of sweetness and balancing crunchy acid ﬁnish.

Stone fruit aromas with hints of pineapple and apple ﬂavours on the nose.
Vibrant fruit follow and lengthy mid-palate weight giving a lingering fruit ﬁnish.

SPIER SIGNATURE CHENIN BLANC

R170

Crisp and fruity with green guava, pear, apple and hints of litchi on the nose.
A well-balanced palate and a strong ﬁnish.

CHARDONNAY - UNWOODED
SPIER SIGNATURE CHARDONNAY

R50

R195

THE WINERY OF GOOD HOPE

R65

R250

Grape fruit, lime, yellow apple, pear and hints of vanilla and butterscotch
on the nose. Creamy palate with layered fruit, pleasant acidity and good balance.

Elegantly crafted showcasing ripe stone fruit, fresh citrus zest and a lingering
mineral tang on the palate.

WARWICK THE FIRST LADY CHARDONNAY

R260

Lime and orange peel and apple blossom fragrance aromas. Pineapple, apple and lemony
freshness on the palate and subtle wet stone salinity. Gently textured mouthfeel with a
lingering fresh ﬁnish.

CHARDONNAY - WOODED
THELEMA SUTHERLAND CHARDONNAY

Pure citrus fruit, creamy oak and a touch of savouriness on the palate
with a lovely fresh ﬁnish. Shows surprising complexity and ageing potential.

DE MORGENZON DMZ

R90

Sweet vanilla and hints of almonds on the nose with a clean tropical fruit ﬁnish.
Delicate oak ﬂavours balanced with layers of white peach, apricot, grapefruit and
vanilla on the palate.

R350

R380

RIESLING
PAUL CLUVER RIESLING

R295

Aromas of fresh green apple, apple blossom, beeswax and fynbos honey notes.
Crisp and clean palate, almost lemon sorbet like. Regarded as restrained and showcasing
typical Riesling ‘nervousness’.

ROSE & BLUSH
LEOPARDS LEAP CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR

R50

R195

BOSCHNEDAL CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR

R75

R290

Citrus notes from Chardonnay complemented by the delicious raspberry aromas
of the Pinot Noir. fresh red-fruit ﬂavours of cranberry and pomegranate accompanied
by pink lady apples on the palate and a crisp fruity ﬁnish.

Crisp, pale blush, hints of strawberry preserve aromas. Bursting with freshness
and summer fruits, crisp berry ﬁnish.

GLEN CARLO ROSE

R255

Opulent bouquet of raspberry, tropical fruits and citrus. Refreshing and vibrant red berry
ﬂavours rose petal undertones and a crisp mouth-feel. Balanced palate with hints of lime
minerality and ﬁrm length.

RED WINE
SPIER SIGNATURE CAB SAV/MERLOT/SHIRAZ

R60

R220

L ORMARINS TERRA DEL CAP SANGIOVESE

R65

R240

RASCALLION RED BLEND

R75

R290

Raspberry, plum aromas with hints of vanilla spice. A well-structured palate with
soft tannins and luscious fruit.

The aroma and ﬂavour are reminiscent of strawberry jam, prunes, dried cherry
and raspberry with an earthy meatiness on the palate.

Blackberry, sweet dark fruit on the palate with hints of cloves and aniseed.
Well balanced with elegant integrated tannins. A smooth, long ﬁnish with lingering
olive and black fruit ﬂavours.

KAAPZICHT SKUINSBERG CINSAUT

R375

ALMENKERK LACE RED VINEYARD SELECTION

R325

Rich and bright, old-vine character with sweet berry fruit, olive notes and fynbos edge
well-rounded tannins and express ageing potential 5 to 10 years.

A blend of Syrah, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon and Viognier.
Elegant, full bodied and fruit driven wine with a lingering ﬁnish.

MERLOT
VILLIERA MERLOT

R65

R240

GLEN CARLOU MERLOT

R75

R290

Aroma of wood spice and red berry fruit. Rich and full palate with juicy soft tannins
and good acidity. Long ﬁnish on the palate with good ageing potential.

Hints of herbal and violet aromas are folded in layers of savoury and dark chocolate scent.
Loads of ripe blackberry, red berry and blackcurrant ﬂavours on the palate.
Medium-full bodied wine with a long lingering essence of berries and mint leaves.

ORMONDE MERLOT

R330

Aromas of crushed strawberries and prunes showcasing the true
character of the terroir. A subtle, balanced palate with a velvety mouthfeel.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
GUARDIAN PEAK FRONTIER

Refreshing restrained cassis, cocoa and hints of fynbos. Satin smooth
yet structured. The palate is layered, textured and beautifully integrated.

R60

R225

R70

R270

CABERNET SAUVIGNON CONTINUED
VILLIERA CABERNET SAUVIGNON

Cassis-infused yet with underlying savoury tones, gently oaked in a medium-body structure.

SIMONSIG THE LABRINTH

R300

Palate ﬁlled with black berries and black cherries expressing seductive notes of cedar, pencil
shavings and traces of fynbos. Youthful, yet tame tannins create a dry ﬁnish ﬁlled with black
berry fruit pockets.

PINOT NOIR
IONA MR P PINOT NOIR

R90

R340

Elegant, fresh cherry and red berry nose. Pure palate, lovely texture and sweet cherry fruit
dominate with spicy undertones. Fresh and intense lingering mouthfeel.

CRYSTALLUM PETER MAX PINOT NOIR

Elegant, complex vintage with beautiful integrated fruit. Raspberry, red cherry and
cinnamon on the nose. Confected strawberry and orange rind on the palate, with
savoury herbs and subtle minerality. Fine tannins and big ageing potential.

R520

PINOTAGE
BELLINGHAM HOMESTEAD PINOTAGE

R70

R275

SIMONSIG PINOTAGE

R75

R290

Aromas of sweet spices, plums and mulberries with hints of vanilla on the nose.
Palate full of ripe and juicy raspberry, strawberry, black cherry ﬂavours supported by
great tannin structure ﬁlled with oak spice.

Unwooded. Deep dark plum and bramble fruit on nose and palate. Silky polished
tannins support a succulent and ripe fruit ﬁnish.

L`AVENIR PROVENANCE PINOTAGE

R345

Dark berries on the nose ﬁlled with layers of ﬂoral notes, vanilla and tempting toﬀee.
A beautiful balance of ﬂavours and velvety texture on the palate ﬁnishing oﬀ with a lasting
impression of depth and elegance.

SHIRAZ
LEEUWENKUIL

R45

R165

HARTENBERG DOORKEEPER

R70

R275

Opulent, bright fruit. A beautifully elegant palate with round tannins, layered with
clove spice, ripe cherries and violet.

The nose is full-bodied with blackcurrant, ripe cherry, spices, chocolate and subtle
cigar box undertone. The tannins are ripe and soft and clean.

PROTEA SHIRAZ

Gentle smoke nuances, dark cherry, spice and earth aromas rich, fruity, black cherry,
blueberry and spicy plum ﬂavours on the palate. Linger of star anise and cloves and
well-integrated tannins. Approachable soft texture and impressive ﬁnish.

R185

DESSERT WINE - 25ML
GLEN CARLOU THE WELDER 375ML

Stewed apricots with baked green apples and hints of lemon meringue.

R 35

R340

FORTIFIED WINES - 25ML
PORT ALLESVERLOREN 2008

R27

GRAPPA
KLEIN CONSTANTIA HUSK
Clear, limpid spirit. Exotic aromas of Turkish delight and citrus rind.

R55

